PARKER’S
Exacta: 1-2/1-2-6, $4. Tri: 1-2/1-2-6/1-2-3-5-6, $6. Daily Double: 1-2/3-5, $4..
Super: 1-2/1-2-6/1-2-3-5-6/all, $3.60. Pick 3: 1-2-6/3-5/2, $3. Pick 4: 1-2-6/3-5/2/4-6-7, $9.
PAPA’S GOLDEN BOY (#1) Cruised to a easy score when heavily bet in his last, he will again be well bet
and obviously will have to be caught.
On Marvelous Me (#2)
Had a perfect trip when beating similar in his most recent, his stable mate
(Windribbon) set up things nicely last time, might happen again.
Won the pace battle but lost the war to his stablemate last, move outside will help.
Windribbon (#6)
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VICENTE’S SHADOW (#3)
Aero Street (#5)
Midnight in Maui (#7)
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MISS MONIQUE (#2)
Golden Delight (#8)
Abraa Jabraa (#7)
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DEMERARA (#7)
Genoa Bay (#6)
If I Had a Nickel (#4)
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NAVAL ESCORT (#6)
Lets Declare Peace (#7)
March On Linch (#4)
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SHE BEGAN AGAIN (#6)
You Got This (#4)
She’s an Eagle (#1)

Exacta: 3-5/3-5-7, cost $4.
Trifecta: 3-5/3-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $6.
Super 3-5/3-5-7/2-3-4-5-7/all, $4.80.
Pick 3: 3-5/2/4-6-7, cost $3.
Comes off a couple of second place finishes in each of his last two, he also hasn’t
won in a while but has been facing better in most of those races, edge.
Similar to the top choice, he doesn’t have much early speed but did run okay in
his last to much tougher, the drop will be a big help.
Stretch runner may not have much pace to run at but he did win last easily.
Exacta: 2/7-8, 7-8/2, cost $4.
Trifecta: 2/1-7-8/1-6=5-7-8, $4.50.
Super: 2/1-7-8/1-5-7-8/1-3-5-6-7-8, $2.70.
Pick 3: 2/4-6-7/6-7, cost $3.
Couldn’t reach the second choice in her return to Emerald last, but she did run
well and things should set up better for her tonight.
Wire to wire winner last was really never threatened, she will have to deal with
Abraa Jabraa early tonight however, still she looms the one to catch.
Third start in three weeks here but she’s been facing tougher, must be considered.
Exacta: 6-7/4-6-7, $4. Tri: 6-7/4-6-7/1-4-6-7-8, $6. Pick 3: 4-6-7/6-7/4-6, $6.
Super: 6-7/4-6-7/1-4-6-7-8/1-2-4-5-6-7-8, $4.80. Pick 4: 6-7/6-7/4-6/1-5, $8.
Fifth in a route try last and yet to show much at all this year but he is capable of
better, has some early speed in a pace-less race and gets call in a toss-up.
Tried him last time and he ran okay for second, he also has some early speed and
should be on or near the lead right from the start.
Fourth in a fast heat for the level last, he also will like the added ground here.

Exacta: 6-7/4-6-7, $4. Tri: 6-7/4-6-7/2-4-5-6-7, $6. Pick 3: 6-7/4-6/1-5, $4.
Super6-7/4-6-7/2-4-5-6-7/2-4-5-6-7-8, $3.60. Pick 7: 6-7/4-6/1/1-4/2-3-5/4-8/7, $9.60.
Couldn’t threaten in the Gottstein but he ran well for second when sprinting
against maidens one back and that effort points him out in here.
Filly ran well for third after forcing the pace last, she does face colts but gets a
slight weight break which can only help.
Broke very poorly in his debut, worked well from the gate after that, consider.
Exacta: 4-6/1-4-6, $4. Tri: 4-6/1-4-6/1-2-4-6-8, $6. Pick 3: 4-6/1-5/1-4, $8.
Super: 4-6/1-4-6/1-2-4-6-8/1-2-4-6-7-8, $3.60. Pick 4: 4-6/1-5/1-4/2-3-5, $12.
Didn’t get the best of trips when third in her most recent, she is pretty consistent
and reliable for another big try.
Exits the same heat as the top choice and this one broke slowly and raced wide
on a day where the rail was golden, she figures to go better tonight.
Has had excuses in her last three starts, can win with a clean trip.
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CLASSIC LEAH (#1)
Constant Craving (#5)
Lookout Taylor (#7)

Exacta: 1-5/1-5-7, $4. Tri: 1-5/1-5-7/1-4-5-6-7, $6. Pick 3: 1-5/1-4/2-3-5, $6.
Super: 1-5/1-5-7/1-4-5-6-7/1-4-5-6-7-8, $3.60. Pick 5: 1-5/1-4/2-3-5/4-8/7, $12.
Speedy sort has run very well without being able to win in her last four starts,
she again will be able to control the pace, have to catch her.
Beat the top choice one race back in a route and couldn’t quite reach that one
when sprinting last week, she clearly is the biggest threat.
Couldn’t threaten when fourth last but she looks likely to get part here.

Exacta: 1-4/1-4-7, $4. Tri: 1-4/1-4-7/1-4-7-9-11, $6. Pick 3: 1-4/2-3-5/3-4-8, $9.
Super: 1-4/1-4-7/1-4-7-9-11/1-4-7-8-9-10-11, $4.80. Pick 4: 1-4/2-3-5/4-8/7-9, $12.
NATIONAL HEROINE (#1)
Hasn’t left the starting gate with the field in her last four starts which have cost
her, still she ran well in each, seems most likely in a wide open heat.
Jadey At the Bar (#4)
Did finish in front of the top choice when second in her last and this one also has
more early speed, she will be close by throughout.
Thechampsisfloring (#7)
Troubled trip last week when fourth, figures a big price but she’s has an upset chance.
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SOVEREIGN NATION (#5)
Don’t Remember (#2)
Tribal Impact (#3)

Exacta: 2-5/2-3-5, cost $4.
Trifecta: 2-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-5-9, $6.
Super: 2-5/2-3-5/1-2-3-5-9/1-2-3-5-6-8-9, $4.80. Pick 3: 2-3-5/3-4-8/7-9, $9.
Set some quick early fractions and held on gamely late when winning his most
recent, he again should have the lead early, tab to repeat.
Couldn’t quite get by the top choice when second to that one in his most recent,
the extra half-furlong should help tonight.
Throw out last race, he previously won easily, hard to separate from the top two.

Exacta: 4-8/3-4-8, cost $4.
Daily Double: 3-4-8/7-9, $6.
Trifecta: 4-8/3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8, cost $6.
Super: 4-8/3-4-8/1-2-3-4-8/1-2-3-4-5-8, $3.60.
GRINDER SPARKSAGLO (#8) Veteran comes off a very game score over a tough customer when winning his
most recent, he draws well and looks good to be right there at the finish again.
Clem Labine (#4)
Won his last two starts back in June/July at Pleasanton, he worked well earlier
this month and draws the hot riding Mawing to ride, obvious one to beat.
Mystical Image (#3)
Appears the quickest early in this field, he may go a long way on the lead.
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EASY DOES IT (#7)
La Principessa (#9)
Pinchalinch (#5)

Exacta: 7-9/5-7-9, cost $4.
Tri: 7-9/5-7-9/2-5-7-9-11, $6.
Super: 7-9/5-7-9/2-5-7-9-11/1-2-3-5-7-9-11, cost $4.80.
May not of cared for the wet track last when fourth, she previously ran very well for
third after breaking five lengths slowly, she gets call in a toss-up to end the year.
Third when even money against tougher two months ago, she drops to the
bottom maiden/claiming price off a rest, it’s now or never.
Tired in a route try last, she shows two fast workouts since then, maybe.

Today’s Best Bet (s):

Today’s Longshot:

MISS MONIQUE in the third.

EASY DOES IT in the eleventh.

